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Abstract

We present two new systems that learn to understand
natural language instructions and carry out implied
sensorimotor tasks. These systems constitute a fur-
ther step ill our ongoing investigation of acquisition of
language by machines [Henis et al. 1994; Henis et al.
1995]. The research approach is based on the idea that
language skills and the understanding of the meaning
conveyed by spoken communication should be acquired
simultaneously and in conjunction with sensorimotor
integration. One system is a simulated manipulator
in a three dimensional blocks world. The second is a
small mobile robot in an office environment. The sys-
tems learn on the basis of semantic-level reinforcement
feedback signals provided by the user. The associa-
tions of words and sensory inputs are derived on the
basis of the mutual information between constituents
of the inputs and motor outputs. In the course of in-
teracting with the world, an internal representation of
the world is constructed that can be manipulated lin-
guistically. The systems starts off without any task
relevant words. It takes about 400 sentences (approxi-
mately 40 for the simpler mobile robot) for the system
to acquire enough knowledge to respond reasonably to
the user input, and relate to its environment in terms
of given object names, action names and conjunctions
of features. The success of these systems show that
the principles which formed the basis for our previous
systems scale to more complex systems.

1 Introduction

We observe that language skills and the understand-
ing of the meaning conveyed by spoken connnunication
are acquired simultaneously and in conjunction with
sensorimotor integration skills during child develop-
ment. Noting that the sensorimotor interaction with
the world is essential in order to acquire a language,
we are motivated to hypothesize that language under-
standing and sensorimotor behavior are intertwined
and should be learned and processed together. On the
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basis of this guiding principle, we have built a four-
action system, that learned to perform sensory based
manipulatory actions in response to unrestricted nat-
ural language input text in a three-dimensional sim-
ulated blocks world [IIenis et al. 1994; ttenis et al.
1995]. In the current paper we report on two new
systems, based on this very same principle. One sys-
tem extends the action space of the previous simulated
system from four to fifteen maneuvering and manip-
ulatory actions. The second system is novel in two
respects: it, is a real-world small mobile robotic system
that can perform eight actions (four maneuvering mo-
tions and four distinct output sounds), and it receives
speech input from the user, rather than text input. The
input speech was recognized and converted to text by
using the BLASII. [Zhou et al. 1995] speech recognizer
as a front end.

1.1 Background

One possible approach to building an interactive sys-
tem is to handcraft all the knowledge that we have on
the system and its foreseen interactions with the en-
vironment. Such knowledge includes physical models
of the system/environment and a recipe for the evalu-
ation of alternative actions to be taken, given the oc-
currence of an event. One drawback of this approach
is the enormous amount of information involved. An-
other drawback is the low fidelity of the predefined
models and their limited scope (e.g., [Maes and Brooks
1990]). It is controversial whether such approach could
result in goal directed behavior, which requires the ac-
tivation of combinations of many related actions, per-
haps beyond the capabilities of a system based on lo-
cal rules. Rather than handcrafting our world knowl-
edge into the system, we prefer an alternative approach
whereby the system incrementally generates its own in-
ternal model of the world in the course of interacting
with it.

In order for learning to occur, the system must be
provided with feedback. The highest quality feedback
is a specification of the correct sequence of actions
to be taken, given the current combination of inputs.
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Such feedback may be available from a teacher (ei-
tiler a truman or a device) who possesses knowledge
what the appropriate response of the system should
be ("supervised learning" [Ruinmelhart and McClel-
land 1986]). Since such high quality feedback is not
always available, we chose to use reinforcement learn-
ing, whereby tile system is given only all evaluation
of the appropriateness of its overall response (cor-
rect/incorrect feedback signals) [Kohonen 1983; Barto
and Anandan 1985; Gorin et al. 1991; Sankar and
Gorin 1993; Gorin et al. 1994].

The system must learn to "understand" what to
do. It is extremely difficult to precisely define "under-
stand:’. In our work, we used a limited, operational
definition of understanding [Gorin et al. 1991] as fol-
lows. The machine is said to have "understood" the in-
put. sentences in the sensoriinotor context if it mapped
the combined inputs (sentences and sensory data) into
the appropriate action(s) in various environmental sit-
uations, as judged by a human observer. Therefore,
the machine understands if it performs what we ex-
pect of it. Clearly this operational definition depends
on the world in which the system functions, on the
task, and on the structure of the system.

1.2 The Systems

A hlnctional block diagram of the systems is presented
in Figure 1. The systems have a structured connec-
tionist architecture embedded in a semantic-level feed-
back control loop. The information relevant to the
input/output periphery of the system (input words,
sensed object features, motor outputs) are grouped
into categories (e.g., category of words, category of
colors, category of roughness values etc.). The associ-
ations between inembers of these categories are learned
on the basis of the reinforceinent feedback signals.
This structured architecture reflects our understand-
ing of the information processing task in general, and
of the expected solutions in particular. By incorpo-
rating this structure, the system can learn the correct
responses in the context of its sensorimotor state more
rapidly than when a homogeneous (structure-less) ar-
chitecture is used [Kohonen 1983; Barto and Anandan
1985; Rummelhart and McClelland 1986; Elman 1991;
Plumbley 1991]. Furthermore, this structure provides
automatic generalization between objects that share
features.

The algorithm that forms the basis for the evolution
of associations between entries of the various "categories
is based on the "mutual information" [Goodman et al,
1988; Plumbley 1991; Sankar and Gorin 1993] between
constituents of the inputs (user words and sensed ob-
ject features) and constituents of the outputs (actions,
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Figure 1: Functional block diagram. The systems have
a structured connectionist architecture embedded in a
semantic-level feedback control loop.



selected object, features) as inferred from positively re-
inforced interactions.

The connection weights which represent the asso-
ciations captured by the system are derived as fol-
lows. Two types of associations are recorded: as-
sociations between words and actions/features (e.g.,
tile word "grab" is associated with closing the gripper
jaws) and associations between features and other ac-
tions/fcatures (e.g., the feature blue may be associated
with the shape cylinder and with the action of lifting).
The former associations are termed "primary" and the
latter associations are termed "secondary". For each
object (and action), the primary (and separately 
secondary) associations are represented by Ui:

u,= ~ v/ (1)
feature-j

where Uj is the contribution of feature category j. For
the primary weights, the score of the k-th entry of the
j-th feature category is given by:

M

a{. sigmoid( E "= o,,,w,,,~ + .w~) (2)
I7l ~ 1

where Om is the probability of the presence of word m
in the current sentence, wJ is the association weightm k

between word m and entry k in the j-th feature cat-
egory, and w[. is the bias between the word category
and entry k of feature category j. For the secondary
weights, tim score of the k-th entry of the j-th feature
category is given by:

= E E +,4.
]eature--i#j mEfeature-i

(3)
where O~ns = 1 if the feature entry m of feature cat-
egory / belongs.to the currently selected object s and
0 otherwise, wi~k is the secondary weight between en-
try m of feature i and entry k of feature j, and w~.j

is the bias between the category i and entry /c of fea-
ture category j. The calculation of the weights and
biases is based on numerical estimation of the mutual
inforlnation"

¯ P(41m,,)w:,,~ = I(4, ~,,,) : log P(4) (4)

where I(~, Vm) denotes the mutual information be-
tween entry k of feature category j and the word vm.
The primary bias for feature category j is given by:

t 4 = log P(J~). (5)

Each of the secondary weights and biases is computed
as follows:

¯
iP(~lc,)

(6)ij " iw~ = I(d., c~) = log P(4)

where I(~,c~) denotes the mutual information be-
tween feature entry/¢ of feature category j and feature
entry s of feature category i. The secondary bias term
for the ij secondary subnetwork is given by:

~.~ = log P(4) (7)
The conditional probabilities are estimated by counts
of successful events:

and

P,(4)- g(4)E [0, 1] (9)

where N(v~,~) is the number of co-occurrences of
entry k of feature category j with word Vm in posi-
tively reinforced interactions, N(vm) is the number 
occurrences of word v,,, and ArT is the total number
of weight updates. Similarly, for the secondary nets:

, N(4,4)Pl(~lc,)- N(ci ) E[O, 1] (10)

and

P1(4)- N(4)h~ E [0, 1].
(11)

To improve the approximation for low counts we per-
form smoothing with a prior belief [Gorin et al. 1991].
The prior belief for P(d~.) 

where K is the total number of entries in the feature
j. Hence the estimate PI(~) is replaced by:

(13)

NT and me- is the mass of the prior
where a = m_l_l\rT

belief. The prior belief for the primary conditional
probabilities is:

P(41v,.) = P(4) (14)

(independent of Vm). Hence the estimate for the con-
ditional probabilities is replaced by:

P2(4 Iv,n) = (1 - fl)P~(4) +/~P~ v,,,) (15

N(~=)where fl -- m~+N(.=)’ Additional improvement is ob-
tained by clipping the esLimates to the prior beliefs
unless some threshold is exceeded [Sankar and Gorin
1993].
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If there are two or more sentences in a conversation
segment, the calculation of a~. is repeated for each sen-
tence, and tile contributions of all the sentences are
averaged with equal weights: After L sentences the
score A~(L) is given by:

where A{(0) = O, a{.
and 7(L) = }. The
prilnary networks is:

+ (1 - 7(L))AJ(L 1)(16

is the score of the last sentence,
contribution of feature j to the

uJ = E M(k,i)Aj (17)
entry-k

Where M(k,i) = 1 if object i has value k of feature
category j. Similarly, for the contribution of feature j
to the secondary networks we have:

uJ= E M(k’i)bJ" (18)
entry-k

In contrast with other connectionist reinforcement
learning methods [Kohonen 1983; Barto and Anandan
1985; Rummelhart and McClelland 1986; Elman 1991],
the mutual information association weights are derived
directly from temporal and spatial correlations that
occur throughout the system’s history, and uniquely
characterize the machine’s experience. Furthermore,
each weight has an independent meaning (as the mu-
tual information between internal structures that rep-
resent external entities), in addition to the collective
meaning that emerges from using connectionist net-
works.

Using the primary associations results in a "content
word" approach [Miller and Gorin 1993; Sankar and
Gorin 1993] to language acquisition, which is superior
to keyword spotting. In this "content word" approach
each word is assigned a vector of weights which mea-
sure the association between the word and its con-
notations in terms of the machine’s periphery (in-
put/output). Hence, the vector of weights represents
a spectrum of responses (rather than one response)
for the machine, auglnenting the predetermined fixed
selections used in keyword-based systems.

At any given time, the system selects one motor
action, out of a repertoire of action primitives, to be
performed on one selected object. In the simulated
system the action list was composed of: move forward,
move backward, move left, move right, move up, move
down, inove left of an object, move right of an object,
move above an object, move beneath an object, move
m front of an object, move behind an object, attend
(move) to an object open the gripper and close the
gripper. In the mobile robot system the action list

was composed of: move forward, move backward, turn
left, turn right and make four different sounds.

The selection of the next action and object are based
on time-dependent potential functions associated with
each object and action. Each object i has an associ-
ated potential function Pi(t), and each action n has
an associated potential function Z,(t). The object
I(t) selected at time t is the one that has minimum
potential, and similarly for the selected action N(t):

I(t) = argmjn(Pi(t)); N(t) = argna}n(Zn(t)), (19)

where
Pi(t) = -Bi(t)Ui(t) -]- El, (20)

Z.(t) = -B,(t)U,(t) + E. + UextEr.ror,~ + Cost,,.
(21)

Here t denotes time, E/ and E, denote semantic-level
error values, and NextError, is the penalty for fob
lowing the previous action. The functions Bi(t) and
B~(t) measure the boredom associated with each ob-
ject and action. These functions decay over time.

t

Bi(t) : exp(--A2 E e-M&(~))’ (22)

T=t--To

where di is the distance between the object i and the
current locus of attention. The parameter To is an
averaging time interval. The time-dependent potential
functions balance and trade-off the machine’s built-in
tendencies, and drive its behavior.

The system alternates between two modes. In the
user-machine mode, the user is providing natural lan-
guage sentences that encode a meaning and a goal
for the system. The user also provides the machine
with feedback: an evaluation of the appropriateness of
the most recent response. Three predefined words sig-
nal the user’s reinforcement: "good", "wrong-action"
and/or "wrong-object’. All task related words are not
predefined, and are learned in the course of the user-
machine interactions. In the autonomous mode, the
user is not interacting with the machine, and the ma-
chine responds to the sensory stimuli on the basis of
its current world model (as reflected in the secondary
associations) and innate properties. The latter are 
balance between lock of attention on all object, and
the time-dependent boredom function associated with
each object. These innate tendencies drive the ma-
chine both to inspect aa object and to explore new
parts of its environment by trying to execute new ac-
tions.

1.3 Results

The system started off with no a priori known vocab-
ulary words, and with simulated visual and tactile in-
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formation about the objects in tile scene (e.g., their
color, shape, height, roughness etc.). The machine’s
responses to tile first few sentences were typically inap-
propriate. These initial responses were based oil still
too weak associations between words/sensory-inputs
and output-features/actions. Following the negative
feedback signals supplied by tile user, the machine se-
lected other responses, and eventually performed an
appropriate action on the correct object. After the
appropriate response was obtained, and following the
positive reinforcement signals, the relevant associa-
tions were strengthened. As the interaction continued,
a larger percentage of the machine’s responses were ac-
ceptable and were judged appropriate. It took about
4 hours of interaction (400 sentences) for the 15-action
silnulated system to arrive at a state in which the ma-
chine correctly responded to a high percentage of the
user’s instructions within 1-2 input sentences. Since
the action-space of the mobile robotic system is much
smaller than that of tile simulated system, it took
only 15 minutes to arrive at a similar state. Follow-
ing this initial phase, the machine learned tile correct
associations between words and the relevant internal
structures, and subsequently appropriately responded
to inost of the user’s input, giving users the subjec-
tive feeling that the machine "understands" their in-
structions. Several users made tile machine rearrange
the objects in the scene as they pleased by issuing se-
quences of natural language instructions. Thus, the
machine has demonstrated its potential to learn to ap-
propriately relate to its world in terms of conjunctions
of object features and given object names, and to per-
form the motor actions that are implied by the user in
the sensory context.

2 Discussion

Language conveys messages that conmmnicate mean-
ing. The primary goal of the systems presented above
was to decode the intentions of tile user and respond
accordingly, ill the context of tile sensorimotor state
of the machines. Extracting the meaning of natural
language is a formidable task, even within a limited
selnantic domain. Tile machine’s performance is not
close to that of a human. Nevertheless, rapidly the
system learned to performs many useful instructives,
without a predefined linguistic model. The structured
architecture allows to generalize between objects that
share a feature. Tile principle that language under-
standing is part of behavior and must be learned and
processed in conjunction with sensorilnotor behavior
has proven to be useful.

How would the system scale to more complex action

spaces? As we add actions and objects having various
features to the scene, the number of possible output
selections becomes larger. Although the performance
of the system following training will not substantially
degrade, the amount of trial and error interactions will
rapidly increase and will stretch the user’s patience. If
the system is extended further to allow using param-
eterized actions, the current scanning method (spec-
ifying "wrong-object" and "wrong-action" when the
machine errs) would fail altogether, and must be re-
placed with some other (perhaps grey-level) feedback
signals.

To improve the language understanding capabilities
of the machine in the future, the currently used se-
mantic primitives (words) may be replaced by ordered
word-pairs and triplets, allowing for better context de-
pendent language understanding. Another possibility
is to use a phonetic transcription of the input sounds,
and to let the machine learn the notion of semantic
units from the input phonetic stream. This approach
will put to test the idea that the semantic units of lan-
guage (words) emerge from the continuous stream 
heard sounds via the detection of correlations between
the latter and sensorimotor inputs/outputs. Other ex-
tensions of the current system in the future might in-
elude using real-time sensory inputs, instead of the
simulated ones. Constructing such systems will en-
able us to gain insight into processes that might allow
machines to learn to comnmnicate and interact with
the environment in a human-like fashion.
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